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hat exactly is cognitive assessment? Most
parents would not be familiar with this term,
much less understand its significance. But it can
be great for assessing your child’s potential, so read on!
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Cognitive assessment scores reflect current
cognitive profile and learning potential
These assessment scores are never an end in itself for
human potential is far more complex and nuanced than
what can be captured. Nevertheless, these assessment
scores do reveal the cognitive skills profile and patterns
of strengths and limitations in all of us.
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A high cognitive assessment score does not
equate to success but it would correlate to
learning potential
Other factors such as integrity, emotional intelligence,
resilience, leadership, motivation, attitude, grit, sustained
effort, and more are also critical for achieving future
success at school, at one’s career and in life.

Results obtained from a cognitive assessment
can be empowering
Assessment scores are useful for parents to obtain a
better understanding of their children’s cognitive
strengths and weaknesses, explaining their learning
potential or why they have not been performing in school
instead of being a stigmatising label.
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Parents can make informed decisions with
deeper cognitive insights
It’s not easy to make decisions on educational pathways
or talent development programmes to nurture their
children holistically and realistically, but cognitive
assessments can help.
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Children themselves will have greater
appreciation of their cognitive strengths and
limitations
They can then better leverage on or manage their
learning for personalised success.
Ensure that cognitive assessments are conducted by
qualified psychologists and recognised by relevant
professional bodies and educational institutions. Afterall,
the cognitive assessment test is a tool, which can only be
as good as its user - the attending psychologist.
Happy parenting!

